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Across

1 Wanting more 
buried treasure at 
first is not spoken 
of (8)

7 American senior 
comes from old 
country (4)

11  Drug taken, 
knocked back beer 
and  unwind (5)

12   Get ring during 
small party (7)

13 Thanksgiving dish 
ready for severe 
criticism (8,4)

16 Loves to eat 
regular energy 
snack (4)

17 S-shaped solid-- I 
am desperate to get 
gram (9)

18 Not good to have 
long lost hair (4)

20 On the ocean, I left 
continent for 
England (4)

22 Grayish, like empty 
hostelry (4)

23 Not unlike air force 
to limit Cuban 
agreement (4)

25 Be brilliant, 
recreating actor's 
cue (9)

26 Lady lawyer and I 
(4)

30 Loaf in firetruck, 
cut first of 
emergency lessons 
(12)

31 Vowed to become 
a rather detailed 
Communist (7)

32 Letter phone 
company sent back 
about that man (5)

33 Mister Space 
Traveler to go back 
in time (4)

34 A commander has 
style designed for 
followers (8)

Down

1 A foreign language 
you heard on both 
sides of road (4)

2 Nymphs frolicking 
in reeds (7)

3 Used to break 
rocks in prison, had 
advantage with 
height (12)

4 Job request comes 
after time (4)

5 Duplicate string is 
cut off (4)

6 Admit smog is 
spreading, it does 
not require 
evidence (9)

8  Outerwear left 
aboard ship, stolen, 
cut and torn on top 
(6,6)

9 One who mends 
pipes (5)

10 Fix up house, tear 
oven out (8)

14 Show very 
religious man get 
right in rehab (4,5)

15  They're not even 
an evaluation of 
risk (4)

17 Stay with plan to 
have St. Thomas's 
leader acquire wild 
panda (5,3)

19 Bird is first to land 
on boat (4)

21 Art lover makes the 
team content (7)

24 Miss West has 
ultraviolet color (5)

27 Reverse the effect 
of one Parisian 
hairstyle (4)

28 Leaders of  
aerobics can have 
you hurting. (4)

29 Too bad political 
asylum comes with 
this (4)


